LIGHTING FOR HEALTHCARE

INNOVATIVE AND ESSENTIAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS AND FACILITIES

ABOUT VERSALUX
Versalux has been bringing state-of-the-art products to the Australasian lighting market for 37 years and has been
integral to the evolution and revolution that is part of the lighting journey. A heritage that spans almost 4 decades has
forged a solid profile in many facets of commercial and industrial lighting and established strong relationships with key
international suppliers. We are proud of our great depth of lighting experience and repertoire of major projects within
Australia and New Zealand across a diverse range of markets and products.
That rich history extends to our relationships with market leading luminaire manufacturers such as Glamox / Luxo group.
They too have a proud history of product development and innovation across the lighting landscape. In particular, Luxo
has 75 years of history in arm-based product development and are still market leaders in this area. With over fifty million
units sold across the globe, the iconic L-1 is ground zero for task lamps and is an integral part of the LUXO story.
Lighting designers and producers alike are faced with increased compliance with over 40 standards relating to lighting
design and in excess of 10 standards applicable to luminaire construction, not to mention ERAC, TGA and the Building
Code of Australia. Versalux’ commitment to quality in lighting design and luminaire assembly embraces the compliance
regime and ensures best in class lighting solutions for our clients. Our innovative sales and design teams are the cream of
the lighting industry with a formidable combination of expertise and passion for lighting, making us the logical partner for
your next healthcare project or application.
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PRODUCT SELECTION MATRIX

PRODUCT

LHH G2

LHH G2-TW

LHH (LED)

LHH (HALOGEN)

CARELITE G2

LIGHT FIELD DIAM.

Ø160mm (d50)

Ø160mm (d50)

Ø75mm (d50)

Ø350mm (d50)

--

LIGHT FIELD DIAM.

Ø300mm (d10)

Ø350mm (d10)

Ø150mm (d10)

Ø600mm (d10)

--

LIGHT LEVEL @ 0.5M

120,000lx

65,000lx

76,000lx

17,720lx

2,880LX

LIGHT LEVEL @ 1.0M

35,000lx

25,000lx

19,000lx

4,430lx

720LX

CCT

4000K

3500K, 4000K,
4500K

4300K

3100K

4000K

CRI

95 (R9:98)

95 (R9:98 4000K)

>93

100

95 (R9:98)

DIMMING

ü

ü

NIGHT LIGHT

ü

ü
ü

TUNEABLE
LED

ü

ü

ü
ü

HALOGEN
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WARRANTY

5 Years

5 Years

STERITOUCH®

ü

ü

EXAMINATION

ü

5 Years

5 Years

5 Years

ü
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LHH G2
The new LHH G2 is a natural development of the original medical examination luminaire,
which is in daily use by medical professionals all over the world.
Its highly flexible self-balancing arm in conjunction with excellent light output gives
the LHH G2 diagnostic luminaires vast popularity among medical professionals.
The frictionless 3d movement and ease of use make the LHH G2 the most flexible
examination luminaire on the market – and the best in its class.

0.5m

DESIGN
SteriTouch® (refer page 22) antimicrobial white powder-coated aluminium and steel
LEDs are protected by tempered glass
High output LEDs with refractor lenses for increased light output
3D Positioning with 3-Axis Movement and Perfect Balance (refer page 20)
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points (refer page 20)
Smooth membrane switch for ease of use and cleaning
Fully dimmable with night light function
Warranty 5-years

1.0m

120,000lx
Ø160mm (d10)

35,000lx
Ø350mm (d10)

APPLICATION
Surgeries / Minor examination / Consulting rooms / Recovery rooms
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The LHH G2 can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or Table/
Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories

10

50

144

335
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PROTECTED BY SteriTouch®
LHH G2 fixtures are painted with SteriTouch® antimicrobial powder coating, which prevents
the growth of bacteria, biofilm and mould. Based on ionic silver technology, the antimicrobial
performance remains continuously effective throughout the product’s lifetime.
See page 22 for more details.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
The membrane switch is
perfectly positioned for the
thumb to find when the user’s
hand grabs the handle.

EXCELLENT LIGHT OUTPUT
The integral refractor lenses
focus the light, delivering
120,000 lux at 0.5 metres.

INTEGRATED NIGHT LIGHT
The dimmable membrane
switch also has a night light
mode that nurses can use to
check on the patient.
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TECHNICAL
Light source: LED
CRI: 95 (R9:98)
CCT: 4000K
Lifetime: ≥50,000 hours
Lux level @ 0.5m: 120,000 lx
Lux level @ 1.0m: 35,000 lx
LFD @ 1.0m: 300mm d10
Control: On/off switch
Control: Seamless dimming
Night light: Starts at 1% light

EXAMINATION
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LHH G2-TW
Tuneable white illumination has obvious benefits for examination lighting. The new
LHH G2-TW heralds a new era for Luxo, offering a high output LED module that can be
adjusted to one of three colour temperatures.
Its highly flexible self-balancing arm in conjunction with excellent light output gives
the LHH G2 TW diagnostic luminaires vast popularity among medical professionals.
The frictionless 3d movement and ease of use make the LHH G2 TW the most flexible
examination luminaire on the market – and the best in its class.

0.5m

DESIGN
Tuneable white ranging from 3500K, 4000K and 4500K
SteriTouch® (refer page 22) antimicrobial white powder-coated aluminium and steel
LED s are protected by tempered glass
High output LEDs with refractor lenses for increased light output
3D Positioning with 3-Axis Movement and Perfect Balance (refer page 20)
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points (refer page 20)
Smooth membrane switch for ease of use and cleaning
Fully dimmable
Warranty 5-years

1.0m

65,000lx
Ø160mm (d10)

25,000lx
Ø350mm (d10)

APPLICATION
Surgeries / Minor examination / Consulting rooms / Dermatology / Cosmetic Examination
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The LHH G2-TW can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or
Table/Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories

10

50

144

335
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PROTECTED BY SteriTouch®
LHH G2-TW fixtures are painted with SteriTouch® antimicrobial powder coating, which prevents
the growth of bacteria, biofilm and mould. Based on ionic silver technology, the antimicrobial
performance remains continuously effective throughout the product’s lifetime.
See page 22 for more details.

COLOUR TEMPERATURE
2700K
Red and Orange colours are enhanced.
Blues appear darker.
Slight yellow tint on white and green

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
The membrane switch is
perfectly positioned for the
thumb to find when the user’s
hand grabs the handle.

3500K / 4000K
Neutral colour appearance.
Most colours are enhanced equally.
No yellow or blue tint on white

EXCELLENT LIGHT OUTPUT
The integral refractor lenses
focus the light, delivering
65,000 lux at 0.5 metres.

TUNEABLE WHITE
The membrane switch also
has a tuneable white function,
cycling through CCTs of
3500K, 4000K & 4500K.

© versalux - archilux
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5000K
Blue is enhanced.
Red is flattened.
Slight blue tint on white.
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TECHNICAL
Light source: LED
CRI: 95 (R9:98 4000K)
CCT: 3500K, 4000K, 4500K
Lifetime: ≥50,000 hours
Lux level @ 0.5m: 65,000 lx
Lux level @ 1.0m: 25,000 lx
LFD @ 1.0m: 300mm d10
Control: On/off switch,
dimming
Control: Tuneable white cycle
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LHH
The LHH was originally designed for a halogen light source, then upgraded to the first
generation LED. Its highly flexible self balancing arm in conjunction with excellent light
output that has given the LHH diagnostic luminaires their vast popularity among the
medical profession. The frictionless horizontal and vertical movement coupled with the
ease of use make them the most flexible examination luminaires on the market.
The LHH utilises LED technology with refractor lenses to focus the light and increase
intensity for optimised illumination. The original halogen version is still available.

0.5m

DESIGN
LEDs with refractor lenses for increased light output (halogen version available)
LED life 50,000 hours
Electronic driver mounted on arm
Powder-coated aluminium and steel
3D Positioning with 3-Axis Movement and Perfect Balance (refer page 20)
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points (refer page 20)
Switch on head
Warranty 5-years

1.0m

76,000lx
Ø75mm (d50)

LED
19,000lx
Ø150mm (d50)

APPLICATION
Minor examination / First aid rooms / Consulting rooms / Recovery rooms / Wards
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The LHH can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or Table/
Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories
190

1050
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0.5m
1.0m

17,720lx
Ø175mm (d50)

HALOGEN
4,430lx
Ø350mm (d50)

SWITCH ON HANDLE
The on-off switch for the LHH
is positioned ergonomically
on the handle for easy access
and intuitive control.

LED TECHNOLOGY
The LHH series utilises LED
technology with refractor
lenses to focus the light and
increase intensity.

Ø600mm (d10)

TECHNICAL
Light source: LED
CRI: >93
CCT: 4300K
Lifetime: ≥50,000 hours
Lux level @ 1.0m: 19,000 lx
LFD @ 1.0m: 150mm d50
Control: On/off switch
Power consumption: 17W
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TECHNICAL
Light source: Halogen
CRI: 98
CCT: 3100K
Lifetime: ~4,000 hours
Lux level @ 1.0m: 4,430 lx
LFD @ 1.0m: 350mm d50
Control: On/off switch
Power consumption: 54W

EXAMINATION
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CARELITE G2
The all new Carelite LED Generation 2 is smaller, more powerful and deploys the latest
in LED and Anti-Microbial technology. The flexibility and precision of the spring balanced
arm means that Carelite can be positioned exactly where the light is required. The light
sources are located well inside the lamp head in order to avoid glare. This is particularly
important in multi-bed wards, as it allows one patient to have their reading light on
without disturbing other patients in the ward.

0.5m

DESIGN
SteriTouch® (refer page 22) antimicrobial white powder-coated aluminium and steel
3D Positioning with 3-Axis Movement and Perfect Balance (refer page 20)
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points (refer page 20)
High output LEDs with refractor lenses for increased light output
Smooth membrane switch for ease of use and cleaning
Fully dimmable with night light function
Warranty 5-years

1.0m

2,8800lx

720lx

APPLICATION
Overbed reading light / Staff stations / Night light
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The CARELITE G2 can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or
Table/Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories

10

50

86

8

24
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PROTECTED BY SteriTouch®
CARELITE G2 fixtures are painted with SteriTouch® antimicrobial powder coating, which prevents
the growth of bacteria, biofilm and mould. Based on ionic silver technology, the antimicrobial
performance remains continuously effective throughout the product’s lifetime.
See page 22 for more details.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
The membrane switches are
perfectly positioned for the
thumb to find them when the
user’s hand grabs the handle.

LIGHT OUTPUT
The powerful LED module has
an excellent light output, giving
approximately 2,000 lux at
0.6 metres.

INTEGRATED NIGHT LIGHT
The dimmable membrane
switch also has a night light
mode allowing nurses to check
the patient unobtrusively.
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TECHNICAL
Light source: LED
CRI: 90
CCT: 3000K
Lifetime: ≥50,000 hours
Lux level @ 0.6m: 2,000 lx
Control: On/off switch
Control: Seamless dimming
Night light: Starts at 1% light
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LUXO ARMS - 75 YEARS OF EXPERTISE
3D POSITIONING
Healthcare professionals understand how vital it is that an examination light moves freely and easily to wherever it is needed and then
stays there until it is needed elsewhere.

JOINT 1
A ‘shoulder’ movement effect results
from the clever combination of the
vertical pin and the horizontal pivot. All
examination light arms allow lateral
rotation about the vertical axis, plus
both vertical and horizontal movements
in the primary arm plane, resulting in
a large toroidal cylinder of positioning
permutations

20
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JOINT 2
The ‘elbow’ pivot of the arm extends both
the vertical and horizontal movements
of Joint 1 in the primary arm plane. This
creates an even more impressive array of
positioning permutations

JOINT 3
Now that the light source is placed in
the right zone, the ‘wrist’ joint of the
arm displays its brilliant adaptability.
Comprising two lateral pivots across the
primary arm plane plus a rotational axis in
the primary arm plane, it allows the light
to be tilted around the axis of the forward
pivot joint and rolled almost 180° either
direction around an axis in the primary
arm plane
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PERFECT BALANCE
Medical products are used in a dynamic environment and need a great level of flexibility. Luxo pioneered self-balancing arms more than 75
years ago and has supplied over 50 million worldwide. The articulated 3-stage arm movement and intricate internal spring system ensure
smooth and easy positioning.
Each of the product series is carefully designed to match the internal balancing systems of the arm to the weight of the head. The ability to
place the light exactly where it is needed is a hallmark of Luxo spring-balanced arms. These arms are virtually maintenance free and are
easy to install. They are supplied in two configurations: Wall/Ceiling and Table/Trolley. Standard colour finish is powdercoat white.
RANGE OF MOTION
All arms deliver a range of motion in both the vertical and horizontal planes; this being said, Luxo responded to the requests of the
professional healthcare community and thus designed different ranges of motion into the wall/ceiling arms versus the table/trolley arms.

TABLE / TROLLEY
The spring-balanced arm tilts back and is designed for maximum
horizontal movement.

WALL / CEILING
The spring-balanced arm tilts forward and is designed for
maximum vertical movement.

PARALLEL MOVEMENT
Luxo arms allow horizontal
and vertical movement of
the fixture in the primary arm
plane with no need to alter the
lamp head orientation. The
user has complete control over
changes to the direction of light

INTERNAL SPRINGS
The precision mechanisms of
the spring-balanced Luxo arms
are protected from damage by
being cleverly concealed inside
the armature.
This features also adds a
user‑safety factor to the light

PINCH-FREE ARMS
Luxo medical-arms have
protective covers that cleverly
adjust with the arm movement,
keeping patient and healthcare
professionals’ fingers safe from
the significant crush‑forces
present in these devices
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25,000+ MOVEMENT TESTED
Robotic testers work tirelessly
to ensure Luxo medical arms
are reliable. All arm setups
undergo at least 25,000 motion
tests, and the 5 year warranty is
testament to our confidence in
their longevity in the field

EXAMINATION
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STERITOUCH® - EXTRA PEACE OF MIND
PROTECTED BY SteriTouch®
LHH G2, LHH G2-TW and CARELITE G2 are painted with SteriTouch® antimicrobial powder coating,
which prevents the growth of bacteria, biofilm and mould. Based on ionic silver technology, the
antimicrobial performance remains continuously effective throughout the product’s lifetime.

ANTIMICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
SteriTouch® is a leading brand in established and proven antimicrobial technology, holding
numerous approvals. Laboratory testing has been carried out independently to international
standards, demonstrating over 99% efficacy against MRSA and E. coli over 24 hours.
SteriTouch® represents an excellent additional measure to routine cleaning, providing a permanent
and invisible barrier to pathogens.
HISTORY OF SILVER AS AN ANTIMICROBIAL
Silver has been used for centuries for its non-toxic, antimicrobial properties.
Around 400BC, Hippocrates taught that silver healed wounds and controlled disease, while
the American Pioneers would put a silver dollar into containers of milk to keep it fresh without
refrigeration. WW1 soldiers relied on silver-embedded bandages to prevent infection and promote
healing.
With increasing concern over bacterial resistance to antibiotics, many products in healthcare have
adopted silver-based coatings as a preventative measure to reduce cross contamination. A broad
range of companies worldwide are now using SteriTouch® ionic silver additives in a wide variety of
everyday consumer products to offer increased performance – as well as the antibacterial effect,
additives will prevent degradation, mould growth, odours and staining.

22
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ACCESSORIES - EXAMINATION LIGHTING
CEILING MOUNT
The ceiling mount works with all Luxo ceiling and wall-version luminaires. It saves
valuable space in the room and adds a wide radius of movement.
Available in 600mm, it is designed to allow the Luxo examination lights to be
mounted on 2700mm high ceilings. An extension rod accessory can be added to
work with higher ceiling heights up to 3100mm
Available only in stainless-steel/white.

EXTENSION ROD
This stainless steel 1m rod works in conjunction with the Ceiling Mount accessory
to allow the examination light to be mounted on to ceilings up to 3100mm. The rod
may be cut on site to adjust to ceiling heights between 2700mm and 3100mm.

WALL MOUNT (B-SP)
The best support for wall mounted luminaires. The luminaire is retained in the
bracket with a spring mechanism and can only be removed using tools.
A 130x130 mm square steel back plate with 4 fixing holes distributes weight evenly
across the wall. Available in white only.

TABLE CLAMP (AH)
Table clamp for magnifiers and examination lights with bottom spigot 12.7 mm.
Available in white.

TROLLEY MOUNT
Mobile trolley mount with star-shaped base and wheel brakes.
Available in white only.
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PASTEUR CY
A range of recessed luminaires for installation in “clean rooms” and other environments
that require a seamless, smooth ceiling to prevent the accumulation of dust. IP54
gasketed and suited to plasterboard ceiling mounting. T-bar versions available where
basic lay-in luminaires with easy-clean gasketed optics are desired.
Cyanosis observation index compliant, the PASTEUR CY is the perfect choice for
illumination of patient waiting areas & wards.

DESIGN
Low profile steel body
Gasketed steel diffuser frame with lanyard for ease of maintenance and installation
Allen key screw fixing on frame
Acrylic refractor with smooth underside for efficient cleaning
4000K neutral white LED
CRI ≥90
APPLICATION
Casualty wards / Patient waiting / Minor surgery

95

PLASTER RECESSED

335

95

1260

650

635

T-BAR RECESSED VERSIONS
NOMINALLY 1200X300MM OR 600X600MM

26
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COMO CY
The COMO is a premium range of LED downlights specifically designed for high visual
comfort and outstanding glare control. The COMO CY variant is Cyanosis Observation
Index compliant for all applications where cyanosis observation is a requirement.

DESIGN
Die-cast enamelled aluminium
Aluminium reflectors in faceted finish
Protective frosted glass lenses to conform with IP44
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white LED
CRI ≥90
APPLICATION
Casualty wards / Patient waiting / Minor surgery

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 73 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.
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ICON CY
An elegant recessed, surface mounted or suspended linear extrusion system in a
natural anodized aluminium finish. Strong architectural element that provides seamless
continuous lighting with opal or microprismatic optical control.
Cyanosis Observation Index compliant making it suitable for use in all areas where
patient observation for cyanosis is required or desirable.

DESIGN
Extruded anodized aluminium profile
Configurable as individual modules or continuous runs
Blank infill plates available in lieu of LED optics in continuous run configurations
Surface version can also be wire suspended
Recessed version for ceilings, bulkheads or partition walls
Standard with direct beam low glare opalescent optic
Suspended versions can include additional upward illumination component on request
Micro prismatic or Opal lens
COI compliant
CRI > 90+ 4000 K LED
Custom colors on request

94

APPLICATION
Corridors / Reception desks / Nurse stations / Patient waiting and observation areas

70

1130

28

CYANOSIS
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PASTEUR
A range of recessed luminaires for installation in “clean rooms” and other environments
that require a seamless, smooth ceiling to prevent the accumulation of dust. IP54
gasketed and suited to plasterboard ceiling mounting. T-bar versions available where
basic lay-in luminaires with easy-clean gasketed optics are desired.

DESIGN
Low profile steel body
Gasketed steel diffuser frame with lanyard for ease of maintenance and installation
Allen key screw fixing on frame
Acrylic refractor with smooth underside for efficient cleaning
LED or T5 sources
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white LEDs
CRI ≥80
CRI ≥90 4000K LED option available
APPLICATION
Clean utility areas / Corridors / Clean rooms / Equipment cleaning rooms

95

PLASTER RECESSED

335

95

1260

650

635

T-BAR RECESSED VERSIONS
NOMINALLY 1200X300MM OR 600X600MM

32
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BIO 65
Tested and certified in accordance with the toughest ISO requirements for sterile rooms,
the BIO-65 features superb optical performance and physical construction. IP65 clear
glass diffuser sealed over softlight louvre for wide, low glare and powerful illumination.
High quality LED system for low maintenance and long life. Surface mounted or
recessed versions available.

DESIGN
Sealed to IP65
Tested and certified in accordance with the toughest ISO requirements for sterile rooms
Low profile Aluzinc body
Batwing light distribution via softlight louvre design
Twin linear LED sources for reduced luminance and improved visual comfort
4000K neutral white LEDs, CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Laboratories / Clean utility areas / Clean rooms / Equipment cleaning rooms
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BIO 54
A recessed luminaire for mounting in a sealed ceiling system or plasterboard ceilings.
IP54 from underneath, the luminaire fits most ceiling systems via its adjustable
mounting brackets.
Featuring a clear acrylic diffuser framed over a softlight louvre system, it provides
powerful LED-based illumination in a visually comfortable distribution.

DESIGN
Sealed to IP54 from underneath the ceiling
Low profile galvanised steel body
Batwing light distribution via softlight louvre design
Twin linear LED sources for reduced luminance and improved visual comfort
4000K neutral white LEDs, CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Laboratories / Clean utility areas / Clean rooms / Equipment cleaning rooms

34
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COMO 44
The COMO is a premium range of LED downlights specifically designed for high visual comfort
and outstanding glare control. For wet areas it can be specified with a choice of either clear or
frosted glass lenses.

DESIGN
Die-cast enamelled aluminium
Aluminium reflectors in faceted or specular finish
Nominate protective clear or frosted glass lens to conform with IP44
Three sizes available from Ø130mm to Ø240mm overall trim
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 73 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.
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WAVE LED
Building on what already is one of the best magnification systems in the world, the
WAVE LED offers an even greater field of view and the latest in LED technology. It has
shadow-free magnification with light from both sides, as well as three-dimensional
magnification with light coming from either the left or right. The 3D feature is especially
welcome when working with circuit boards and similar delicate objects. With its
rectangular lens, WAVE LED is also suitable for reading purposes. Standard version with
3.5 dioptre lens (1.9X) and table clamp. Additional lenses available on request.

DESIGN
Steel arm, shade in aluminium
Supplied with 2 x integrated 6W LED modules, individually switchable
Standard with 3.5 dioptre crown glass lens, 175x108mm
For additional magnification, a secondary 4D, 6D or 10D lens can be attached
Standard in 4000K neutral white, CRI ≥80
Step dimming (0-50-100%) and automatic shutoff after 4 or 9 hours.
APPLICATION
Industrial applications / Jewellers / Professional use / Visually impaired (reading)
FOCAL LENGTH

38

MAGNIFICATION & TASK

DIOPTRE

MAGNIFICATION

FOCAL LENGTH

3.5

188% (1.9X)

285mm

3.5 + 4 (accessory)

288% (2.9X)

130mm

3.5 + 6 (accessory)

338% (3.4X)

105mm

3.5 + 10 (accessory)

425% (4.3X)

70mm
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LFM-101
Recognised as one of the best magnification systems in the world, the LFM-101 offers
several magnification and mounting options. The 22W energy saving circular fluorescent
lamp provides a high light output from all directions for shadowless magnification
illumination, with a minimum of heat. Standard version with a 3 dioptre lens (1.75X) and
table clamp. Additional lenses available on request.

DESIGN
Steel arm, shade in plastic
T9-C 22W circular fluorescent
Standard with 3 dioptre glass lens, Ø127mm
For additional magnification, a secondary 4D or 8D lens can be attached
APPLICATION
Hobbyists / Laboratories / Cosmetic treatment / Electronics
FOCAL LENGTH
DIOPTRE

MAGNIFICATION

FOCAL LENGTH

3

175% (1.8X)

330mm

3 + 4 (accessory)

275% (2.8X)

140mm

3 + 8 (accessory)

375% (3.8X)

90mm
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LINEA
LINEA is an elegant freestanding luminaire for office and open space environments. It
has a lean yet strong, rounded pole and stylish aluminium lamp head with a height of
no more than 25 mm. Standard with separate dimming control on both upward and
downward illumination, it is optionally available with ‘tuneable white’ light, allowing colour
adjustment for a range of human benefits.
LINEA is equipped with efficient reflectors and dual layer prism optics that provide
excellent asymmetric light output and minimum glare.

DESIGN
Aluminium body and slimline pole
Steel weight/base
Dual layer prisms – micro-cone for asymmetric light and micro-prismatic for glare control
Standard in 4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white, CRI ≥80
CCT version tuneable between 3000K-6000K
APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks / Offices
460

2000

31

475

275

615

1110

390

240

40
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MAXIMUM ARM
The MAXIMUM ARM has been developed specifically for use with monitors and patient
terminals. It offers long reach, perfect balance, and maximum vertical and horizontal
movement. It is easily repositioned as required. Wiring is built into the arm, allowing
cabling with connectors to be used without modification.
The MAXIMUM ARM is made to order. A self-balancing arm with internal gas springs,
the springs need careful calibration to match the weight of what it is meant to carry.
Correctly calibrated, the arm will last for more than 30,000 cycles.
A version with a spring-balanced VESA terminal mount is available on request.

DESIGN
Parallel, three-pivot aluminium arm in two sizes
Available with male or femal bottom spigot
110cm arm with load capacity of 1.0-10.0kg
150cm arm with load capacity of 1.0-7.0kg
Maximum total cable diameter Ø10mm
Choice of Wall Bracket or Wall Box mount
Custom made to order (Product Specification Document required for all orders)
Wiring built into arm, not pulled through, with 50mm bending radii for minimised stress
APPLICATION
Bedrooms

70°

30°

1100/1500mm

© versalux - archilux
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360
The LUXO 360 LED task lamp has a distinct form and great functionality. A custom LED module
in a horizontal lamp head provides a broad, powerful, asymmetric beam. Its clever design allows
a compact styling that can extend to cover a large area while the lamp head stays parallel with
the surface, providing asymmetric and ergonomically correct workstation lighting.
DESIGN
Powerful asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Parallel operation (base-to-head), two-pivot arm, 47cm in length
Head movement is rotatable side to side almost ±180°
Integrated specialised toroidal table base for infinite rotation
Aluminium and steel construction
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3250K warm white LEDs
CRI ≥90

350

0

47

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

220

165

490

235

OVELO
The LUXO OVELO LED task lamp’s compact, yet highly flexible design is ideal to illuminate worksurfaces in modern offices. Its fully adjustable, spring-balanced, pivoting arm and head offer
complete control of illumination. The integral timer automatically turns the LEDs off after 4 or 9
hours operation to ensure energy savings.
DESIGN
Powerful asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Parallel operation (base-to-head), three-pivot arm, 70cm in length
Head movement is tiltable up and down plus rotatable side to side
Aluminium & steel construction
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Supplied with specialised table clamp
Optional table base, integrated table mount, wall bracket or panel/rail bracket available
3250K warm white LEDs
CRI ≥90

700

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

44
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NINETY
LUXO’s multi-award winning LED task light, the NINETY redefined asymmetric workstation task
lighting with the introduction of a usable LED source and innovative features in a minimalist
design. Its ingenious double-action rotating base option, long two-pivot arm and twin-axis head
movement allow the user to place its powerful illumination across a wide variety of locations.

78

0

140

DESIGN
Powerful asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Two-pivot arm, 78cm in length
Head movement is tiltable up and down plus twistable side to side
Supplied with specialised table clamp
Optional table base, integrated table mount or panel/rail bracket available
Aluminium and steel construction
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3250K warm white LEDs, CRI ≥90

390

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

570

SPLIT
Split is a powerful task light for large work surfaces where plenty of light is needed. It has
twice the light output of our traditional task lights. This high output task light makes it
easy to fulfil the lux level requirements of the Australian/New Zealand standard for offices
and screen-based tasks in indoor and workplace lighting, AS/NZS 1680.2.2:2008.
DESIGN
Powerful, wide beam asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Spring-balanced arm three-pivot arm in 80cm length
Head movement is tiltable up and down plus rotatable side to side
Steel armature and aluminium shade
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Supplied with LUXO’s 6cm A-series table clamp
A wide variety of table bases, clamps and integrated table mounts are also available
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3000K warm white LEDs, CRI ≥90

800

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

206

206

110
156

37

453
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L-1 LED
The Jac Jacobsen designed LUXO L1 task lamp is a classic, timeless masterpiece
that has been in production since 1937. Whether you require a simple reading light, an
avant-garde design or a lamp suited to today’s modern computer based workstation, you
will find what you need in the L-1 task lamp.
DESIGN
Powerful symmetric, dimmable illumination
The ingenious spring-balanced L-arm features huge movement range (100cm length),
Parallel operation (base-to-head) and three-pivot locations for flexibility
Head movement is tiltable up and down plus twistable side to side
Steel armature and aluminium shade
Symmetric LED beam spread for inspection-type tasks, photometrically tested
Supplied with LUXO’s 6cm A-series table clamp
A wide variety of table bases, clamps and integrated table mounts
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3000K warm white LEDs, CRI ≥90

170

10

00

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

155

AIR-LED
AIR-LED is a modern classic in the LUXO tradition, with a spring-balanced arm for maximum reach and flexibility. It is designed so that the lamp head will always remain parallel
with the surface of the desk. It has a sculptured shape, perfect balance, and smooth
movement that make it feel feather light in spite of its steel construction.
DESIGN
Powerful asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Spring-balanced arm three-pivot arm in 60cm or 80cm choices
Head movement is parallel to desk surface plus rotatable side to side
Steel armature and aluminium shade
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Supplied with LUXO’s 6cm A-series table clamp
A wide variety of table bases, clamps and integrated table mounts are also available
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3250K warm white LEDs, CRI ≥90

60

0/

80

0

APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks

160

46
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TRACE
Trace is a compact LED task light, with excellent light output and minimalistic design. A
slim arm carries the distinct lamp head, which has the form of a superellipse, a square
with rounded edges. The task light changes shape and expression when seen from
different angles..
The lamp head may be complemented with a décor ring, available in Sweet Fuchsia,
Aqua Marine and Street Light Orange. The addition of a colourful décor ring gives the
task light a playful expression. It also means that the personality of the luminaire may be
altered by switching between differently coloured décor rings.

DESIGN
Powerful asymmetric, dimmable illumination
Two-pivot 50cm rigid arm, up/down and side-to-side movement at both base and head
Zinc-steel and aluminium body, with shade cover in technopolymer
Asymmetric LED beam spread, custom designed and photometrically tested
Supplied with table clamp or base as ordered. Other mounting accessories available
Version of table base with integrated USB charger available
Available in white, black or silver-grey finish.
Décor rings available to order in Sweet Fuchsia, Aqua Marine or Street Light Orange
Auto-off function, with 4hr or 9hr delays configurable
3250K warm white LEDs, CRI ≥90
APPLICATION
Workstations / Nurse stations / Desks
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CARELITE
Carelite is a patient’s bed head luminaire mounted on a covered, spring-balanced arm.
An integrated ergonomic handle makes operation easy even for patients with disabilities.
A high quality diffuser delivers good control of the light to provide comfortable reading
illumination without disturbing adjacent ward occupants.

DESIGN
Powder-coated steel armature
Two-tone grey & white styling
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points
Easy-access switch
Warranty 5-years
APPLICATION
Overbed reading light / Staff stations / Night light
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The CARELITE can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or
Table/Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories

52

OVERBED & NIGHT
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CARELITE G2
The all new Carelite LED Generation 2 is smaller, more powerful and deploys the latest
in LED and Anti-Microbial technology. The flexibility and precision of the spring balanced
arm means that Carelite can be positioned exactly where the light is required. The light
sources are located well inside the lamp head in order to avoid glare. This is particularly
important in multi-bed wards, as it allows one patient to have their reading light on
without disturbing other patients in the ward.

APPLICATION
Overbed reading light / Staff stations / Night light

0.5m

DESIGN
Antimicrobial white powder-coated aluminium and steel
Protective covers on arms to prevent crush-points
High output LEDs with refractor lenses for increased light output
Smooth membrane switch for ease of use and cleaning
Fully dimmable with night light function
Warranty 5-years

1.0m

2,8800lx

720lx

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
The CARELITE G2 can be supplied with two different arm types for either Wall/Ceiling or
Table/Trolley mounting. Refer to page 23 for more information on accessories

10

50

86

8

24
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STERLING
STERLING is a wall-mounted bed head luminaire for medical care use. It features design and
light quality that contributes to a domestic ambiance in the ward or patient room, whilst retaining
the technical features needed for use in modern healthcare environments.
Individually controllable direct and indirect lighting provides excellent control and usablity.
DESIGN
Aluminium profile with steel base and mounting frame in aluzinc
Smooth design without protruding seams or joints for easy cleaning and disinfecting
Up & downward diffusers in detergent-resistant & disinfectant-resistant acrylic
Forward throw uplight to reduce hot-spots on the ceiling and improve ambient illumination
Forward throw downlight to provide reading light as well as contribute to examination lighting
Night-light mode via options of cord switch/remote separate switch/toggle switch
‘One4all’ DALI dimming as standard
Neutral white 4000K or warm white 3000K colour temperature options
CRI ≥80 (CRI 90 on request)
APPLICATION
Overbed / Nursing homes

REED
REED is a modern goose-neck luminaire with a powerful LED light source and flexible arm. It
avoids glare by regression of the light source well inside the lamp head, providing illumination
just where it is needed without disturbing the surrounding room occupants.
DESIGN
Lamp head and cover in aluminium
Black rubber covered goose-neck
Housing in black polyamide
Decorative cover accessories available in black, white, grey, chrome or copper finishes
Integrated dimmable driver (1-100%)
Optional integrated USB charger
Warm white 3000K colour temperature
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Overbed / Desks / Workstations

54
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TRIXIE ROUND
Surface mounted weatherproof LED luminaires showcasing a clean, stylish design. The total
absence of direct glare combined with a very shallow side profile make the luminaires
suitable for both indoor and outdoor areas such as stairs, hallways, corridors and pathways.
DESIGN
Shallow aspect die-cast aluminium housing
Transparent polyurethane resin-filled emitting unit
IP65 construction
24V dc remote driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80

20

Ø120

APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Corridors / Ensuites

TRIXIE
Surface mounted weatherproof LED luminaires showcasing a clean, stylish design. The total
absence of direct glare combined with a very shallow side profile make the luminaires
suitable for both indoor and outdoor areas such as stairs, hallways, corridors and pathways.
DESIGN
Shallow aspect die-cast aluminium housing
Moulded transparent polycarbonate emitting unit
IP65 construction
24V dc remote driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Corridors / Ensuites

11

80

115
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ALFIA MINI
Recessed wall luminaire designed for low mounting heights featuring a controlled forward throw
light distribution without glare.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Tempered transparent glass, gasketed to IP54
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote power supply 24Vdc version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Corridors / Ensuites

4

120

58

CREMONA
A square LED wall or ceiling recessed luminaire, hosting a single LED module with a satin
finish aluminium reflector which directs the evenly diffused light flow onto the floor or wall. Its
asymmetric beam boasts nearly perpendicular illumination, ensuring the surface it is illuminating
is lit virtually to the edge of its near join.
DESIGN
Luminaire body and flat trim in die-cast aluminium
Supplied with steel mounting box for concrete
Supplied with mounting clips for installation in plasterboard
Opal polycarbonate lens
Satin anodised aluminium reflectors
3000K warm white LEDs
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Corridors / Ensuites

90

90

56
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MILANO
A range of wall mounted LED luminaires featuring a timeless design for use in residential
and commercial indoor areas. The MILANO offers a bi-directional diffused light effect,
through innovative optic lens and vertical LEDs. The optic lens is completely transparent
when unlit, appearing to float unobtrusively in the air.
Designed primarily as a wall mounted up/down light, it may however be mounted on any
surface in any orientation, allowing for a wide variety of innovative uses.

DESIGN
Cast and extruded aluminium housing with solid, clear acrylic lens
Bi-emission ‘floating’ acrylic panel with high performance micro-control optical
deflector array
Low glare concealed LED sources providing balanced illumination across the panel
Integral driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥90
APPLICATION
Receptions / Communal spaces / Canteens / Waiting rooms / Lift lobbies / Corridors

60
152

300 / 580 / 960 / 1140

60
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REFLEX
The REFLEX is an LED luminaire designed for the illumination of facial features when
viewed in mirrors. The luminaire should be mounted horizontally above or vertically next
to the mirror. The soft, broad distribution provided by the translucent diffuser delivers
shadow-free illumination.
Available with integrated motion sensor, it is human-sensitive lighting with environmental
benefits. Fixed or dimmable output versions are also complemented by a choice of
white, grey or black cast aluminium bases.

DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium body, powdercoated in white, black or grey finishes
Impact resistant opal polycarbonate diffuser
Fixed output or DALI dimmable (1-100%)
Optional integral U-SEN motion sensor
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Ensuites
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ANNA
ANNA is a range of circular wall and ceiling surface mounted LED luminaires designed
for general purpose illumination of private and public interior and exterior locations. The
range is available in three sizes in a choice of single colours or in a dual colour featuring a
white finish on the outer luminaire housing and coloured on the inner surface.

DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium fixing backplates
Turned aluminium structure and heat sink
Magnetic finish frame
Uniformly illuminated satin finish opal techno-polymer diffuser
Gasketed to IP65
Integral driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Stairwells / Bedrooms / Corridors / Patient areas / Exterior spaces

Ø127 / Ø267 / Ø367

69

Ø210 / Ø310 / Ø410

62
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GIULIA
GIULIA is a range of circular wall and ceiling surface mounted LED luminaires in three sizes,
designed for general purpose illumination of private and public interior and exterior locations.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Uniformly illuminated satin finish opal techno-polymer diffuser
Gasketed to IP65
Integral driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Stairwells / Bedrooms / Corridors / Patient areas / Exterior spaces

Ø167 / Ø267 / Ø367

68 23

Ø200 / Ø300 / Ø400

ANCONA
Inspired by the graceful aspect of a full moon, the ANCONA wall light with its milky lens creates a
beautiful display of light and shadow. A slim aspect accent luminaire with broad illumination, it is
adjustable ±90° and available in either Ø250mm or Ø150mm sizes
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Translucent technopolymer diffuser
AC LED chips, requires no driver for 240V 50Hz mains supply
3000K warm white
CRI ≥80

70 / 108
30 / 39

150 / 250

APPLICATION
Receptions / Communal spaces / Canteens / Waiting rooms / Lift lobbies / Corridors

164 / 262
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ECLIPSE
Wall surface mounted weatherproof LED luminaire showcasing a modern stylish round design.
The luminaire is suitable for outdoor areas such as pathways, driveways, entrances, stairs,
hallways, corridors as well as indoor residential and commercial installations. The total
absence of glare effect combined with a shallow side profile make the luminaire discreet and
unobtrusive.
DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Transparent polycarbonate emitting unit, neoprene gasketed to IP65
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote 24V DC supply version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80

32

Ø230

APPLICATION
Entrances / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors

HYPERION
Slim profile rectangular LED luminaire for surface installation on interior or exterior walls.
Weather, tamper & high impact resistant construction. The total absence of glare effect
combined with a shallow side profile make the luminaire discreet and unobtrusive.
DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Transparent polycarbonate emitting unit, neoprene gasketed to IP65
Optional reflector for increasing illumination and altering appearance
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote 24V DC supply version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Entrances / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors

30

160

230
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TORINO
The TORINO range provides a designer with a versatile palette of linear LED strip
lighting. Incorporating variations suited to both interiors and exteriors, it also offers a
choice of discreet, high quality aluminium profiles to mount the strip into where flexible
arrangements are not required.

DESIGN
5m flexible LED strip coils
Choice of interior version or IP65 exterior version
Optional surface or recess aluminium mounting profiles with end caps
Profiles in anodised aluminium or white powdercoat finish
Remote fixed output, phase-cut or DALI dimmable drivers (non-weatherproof)
Neutral white 4000K or warm white 3000K colour temperature options
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Lift lobbies / Bathrooms / Corridors / Specialty
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LADINA
Colourful, light and funny, LADINA is a new pop archetype. Weatherproof, easy to move
and place, it perfectly matches indoor and outdoor settings to give a friendly and warm
atmosphere. LADINA is available in variety of colours including Snow, Sand, Fuchsia,
Land, Night and Carrot.
Available in three core forms, LADINA is a small IP44 Pendant, LAMEGADINA is a
larger free-standing IP44 floor mount fixture, and LAMEGADINA CORDLESS is an IP54
cordless battery operated LED version.

767

DESIGN
IP44 or 54 protection, suitable for a wide range of indoor and outdoor environments
Satin white translucent diffuser with highly uniform illuminated appearance
Polyethylene structure for the diffuser and housing, with anti-loosening device
5m black neoprene flex and plug-top on self-ballasted compact fluorescent (Class II)
Cordless battery operated version (Class III):
• Supplied with plug-in charger pack and 1m cable
• Batter pack 7.2V 4Ah, providing up to 4 hours illumination (8 hours full charging
time)

Ø180

415

Ø360

APPLICATION
Courtyards / Exterior patient areas / Specialty

66
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PEBBLE
A range of modern, decorative and functional suspended luminaires particularly suitable
for public venues such as meeting rooms, cafeterias, restaurants, break zones, hallways
and other public indoor areas.They can be installed singly or grouped together in clusters
of varying size and form to create imaginative and decorative lighting expressions.

DESIGN
Shade in vacuum-formed polymer
Internally white reflector
Steel lamp shield in a variety of colours
Glossy black or white outer finish
Choice of suspended or surface mount versions
3-wire suspension system with ceiling rose
Ceiling rose matched to shade outer finish, and suitable for ceiling rakes up to 45°

51

147/176/209

500-300

APPLICATION
Patient areas / Waiting areas / Retail / Entrances

Ø220

EXTERIOR FINISHES
Small
620

INTERNAL BAFFLE FINISHES
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GRETA PENDANT
A fascinating balance of gentle refined round shapes, lines and curves. Like a soft shining moon
over a lovely table in a garden, a restaurant, at a seaside dining room, under a veranda or in
indoor dining halls. The large fully weatherproof disc emits a beautifully soft, ambient lighting
effect.
DESIGN
Turned and painted aluminium housing cover
IP65 protection for indoor and outdoor usage
Supplied with a 3m flex
Colour options in both bold and neutral hues
White sandblasted translucent polyethylene diffuser

3310 max

APPLICATION
Patient areas / Waiting areas / Retail / Entrances

Ø665

VENICE PENDANT
The VENICE PENDANT features a timeless design combined with excellent directional light
emission. It is both decorative and functional and is particularly suitable for cafés, restaurants,
retail stores and social areas in public and private buildings such as lobbies, atriums, hallways
and staircases.

APPLICATION
Patient areas / Waiting areas / Retail

270 / 400

900 max

117 / 180

DESIGN
Wire suspended pendant in two sizes
Die-cast luminaire housing and spun reflector in matt powdercoat finish aluminium
High purity faceted aluminium primary optic reflector designed to provide excellent glare control
and high light output ratio
Internal clear glass lens seals the optical compartment to IP65
Choice of beam spreads
Standard with driver in ceiling mount
3000K warm white (neutral white available on request)
CRI ≥80

242 / 370

68
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ELLIPSE
A totally unique family of luminaires comprising unusual and exciting shapes and
finishes inspired by nature. It is designed and created to showcase social areas in
public and private buildings such as cafés, restaurants, meeting rooms, hallways and
staircases. They can be mounted singly or grouped together in clusters of varying size
and form to create imaginative and decorative lighting expressions. The perforated top
shade means light can be projected to the ceiling providing a pleasant soft uplight effect.

DESIGN
Shade in vacuum-formed polymer
Internally white reflector
Opal acrylic diffuser
Upward light via clear diffuser slots in the upper housing
Glossy black or white outer finish
3-wire suspension system with ceiling rose
3m red textile flex
Ceiling rose matched to shade outer finish, and suitable for ceiling rakes up to 45°

51

360/530/760

155/185/212

500-300

APPLICATION
Patient areas / Waiting areas / Retail

Ø220
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COMO
The COMO is a premium range of LED downlights specifically designed for high visual
comfort and outstanding glare control. The luminaires are available in three sizes with
high purity aluminium reflector in faceted or specular styling.

DESIGN
Die-cast enamelled aluminium
Aluminium reflectors in faceted or specular finish
Decorative suspended frosted glass rings available
Protective clear and frosted glass lenses are available to conform with IP44
Three sizes available from Ø130mm to Ø240mm overall trim
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Corridors / Waiting areas / Retail / Kiosks / Offices / Bedrooms / Ensuites

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 73 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.

72
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COMO FAMILY OVERVIEW

COMO
FACETED

COMO
SPECULAR

COMO
FACETED + DÉCOR GLASS

COMO
SPECULAR + DÉCOR GLASS

Output: 800-4200lm*
Trim: Ø130-240mm*
Power: 11-47W*

Output: 1400-2600lm*
Trim: Ø210mm*
Power: 18-35W*

Output: 1000-1800lm*
Trim: Ø210mm*
Power: 18-35W*

Output: 1000-1800lm*
Trim: Ø210mm*
Power: 18-35W*

COMO 44
FACETED CLEAR

COMO 44
SPECULAR CLEAR

COMO 44
FROSTED

Output: 750-3900lm*
Trim: Ø130-240mm*
Power: 11-47W*

Output: 1350-2400lm*
Trim: Ø130-240mm*
Power: 11-47W*

Output: 650-2150lm*
Trim: Ø130-210mm*
Power: 11-35W*

COMO AV
FACETED CLEAR

COMO AV
SPECULAR CLEAR

COMO AV
FROSTED

Output: 750-3900lm*
Trim: Ø130-240mm*
Power: 11-47W*

Output: 1350-2400lm*
Trim: Ø130-240mm*
Power: 11-47W*

Output: 650-2150lm*
Trim: Ø130-210mm*
Power: 11-35W*

COMO CY
FROSTED
Output: 1600lm*
Trim: Ø210mm*
Power: 25W*

*
Nominal values
Lumen values are fixture outputs

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
Form and function combine seamlessly in the VENICE family, especially in its versatile
downlight series. Behind the graceful lines lies a heart of pure performance and
quality in a breathtaking number of styles, sizes and functionalities.

DESIGN
Internal clear glass lens seals the optical compartment to IP65
The regressed LED positioning provides pleasant visual comfort
High purity faceted aluminium reflector
Sizes available from 74mm (square or diameter) to Ø204mm overall trim
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80 as standard (CRI 97 on request)
Standard white or black finishes
Chrome or gold finish options available on larger projects
APPLICATION
Retail / Kiosks / Offices / Foyers / Ensuites

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 75 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.
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VENICE FAMILY OVERVIEW

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
FIXED ROUND

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
TILTABLE ROUND

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
ADJUSTABLE ROUND

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
WALLWASHER ROUND

Output: 500-3000lm*
Trim: Ø75-205mm*
Power: 8-43W*

Output: 500-3000lm*
Trim: Ø75-195mm*
Power: 8-43W*

Output: 500-900lm*
Trim: Ø90-125mm*
Power: 8-14W*

Output: 850-3000lm*
Trim: Ø125-205mm*
Power: 14-43W*

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
FIXED SQUARE

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
TILTABLE SQUARE

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
ADJUSTABLE SQUARE

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
WALLWASHER SQUARE

Output: 500-3000lm*
Trim: o75-205mm*
Power: 8-43W*

Output: 500-3000lm*
Trim: o75-195mm*
Power: 8-43W*

Output: 500-900lm*
Trim: o90-125mm*
Power: 8-14W*

Output: 850lm*
Trim: o125mm*
Power: 14W*

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
FIXED PYRAMIDAL

VENICE DOWNLIGHT
TILTABLE PYRAMIDAL

VENICE PLATE
1 ELEMENT

VENICE BOX
1 ELEMENT

Output: 500-2200lm*
Trim: o85-140mm*
Power: 8-28W*

Output: 500-2200lm*
Trim: o85-140mm*
Power: 8-28W*

Output: 500-2250lm*
Trim: o100-170mm*
Power: 8-28W*

Output: 500-2250lm*
Trim: o110-190mm*
Power: 8-28W*

VENICE PLATE
2 ELEMENT

VENICE BOX
2 ELEMENT

VENICE PLATE
3 ELEMENT

VENICE BOX
3 ELEMENT

Output: 1000-4500lm*
Trim: 100x200-170x450mm*
Power: 15-55W*

Output: 1050-4500lm*
Trim: 110x215-190x355mm*
Power: 15-55W*

Output: 1550-6800lm*
Trim: 100x300-170x450mm*
Power: 23-83W*

Output: 1550-2650lm*
Trim: 110x300-135x380mm*
Power: 23-41W*

VENICE PENDANT

VENICE SPOTLIGHT

VENICE SURFACE
Output: 550lm*
Diameter: Ø80mm*
Power: 8W*

*
Nominal values
Lumen values are fixture outputs

Output: 2000-2750lm*
Diameter: Ø240-370mm*
Power: 28-45W*

Output: 500-3100lm*
Size/Shape: *Varies*
Power: 8-43W*

BRESCIA
A range of round adjustable recessed LED downlights available in three different sizes, featuring
a white finish outer reflector that blends seamlessly and unobtrusively into the ceiling, allowing
architecture to take centre stage.
DESIGN
‘Snorkel’-action (up to 75° tilt)
Aluminium housing in matt powdercoat finish
High purity aluminium reflectors in spot, flood and medium-wide flood beams
Protective clear glass lenses for IP42 optic
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Retail / Kiosks / Display / Sign lighting

80 / 108 / 145

104 / 135 / 176

0°-75°

THE PAD
A round LED downlight which blends effortlessly into any interior design. The wide beam
reflector provides a soft, diffuse light in both the textured anodised aluminium or smooth white
finish. An optional regressed clear glass protects the LED module against liquids splashing the
luminaire for IP44 protection from below the ceiling.
DESIGN
Die-cast heat-sink housing
White powdercoated aluminium trim
Clear protective glass between reflector and LED module for IP44 protection from below
Aluminium reflector in textured anodised or smooth white powdercoat finish
Wide beam spread
Phase-cut dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white LED module
CRI ≥80

120

APPLICATION
Bedrooms (Aged Care) / Bathrooms / Living areas

Ø120

76
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PAVIA
A round recessed LED downlight that blends effortlessly into any interior design.
This downlight is available with a faceted aluminium reflector in silver finish and with a darklight reflector in black finish for optimum glare control.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium trim
High purity faceted aluminium reflector in silver finish or dark-light reflector
Multiple optics, including black baffles, eyelids, wallwashers, louvres and more
Protective clear glass lens is available to conform with IP44 for installation in wet areas
2700K warm white
APPLICATION
Bedrooms (Aged Care) / Bathrooms

90

C/O Ø96

Ø105

LEILA
A range of IP66 recessed ceiling LED luminaires designed for downlighting atriums, canopies,
passages and other exterior locations or applications requiring insect-proof solutions.
DESIGN
Die-cast IP66 aluminium structure
Double-layer powdercoating for high corrosion resistance
Powders compliant with QUALICOAT standards
AISI 316L stainless steel outer frame
Spot, medium, wide and asymmetric distributions
Textured glass with silkscreen boarder
H20-Stop system included
Neutral white or warm white LEDs
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Entrance areas / Exterior canopies / Exterior passages

88/114/145/163

C/O Ø105/Ø135/Ø165/Ø225

Ø148/Ø176/Ø208/Ø238
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ALBA
Range of surface mounted LED downlights designed for residential, retail and commercial areas.
ALBA features elegant lines and a concealed mounting system that allows the luminaire to
mount to the ceiling with no visible fixings.
DESIGN
Quality aluminium construction
Clear glass lens available for both the small square and round models to conform with IP44 from
below
No visible screws
High purity satin aluminium reflector in matt silver finish
Integral fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white (large versions) or 3000K warm white (small versions)
CRI 80

Ø125/Ø195

94/193

90/180

APPLICATION
Waiting areas / Retail / Kiosks / Lift lobbies

128/200

VENICE SURFACE
Ceiling surface mounted cylindrical LED downlight featuring a minimalist slim profile and clean
lines. The regressed positioning of the LED light source provides pleasant visual comfort and
make the luminaire ideal for installations in retail zones, quiet areas, lounges and other social
spaces.
DESIGN
Surface mounted LED downlights
Luminaire housing in matt powdercoat finish aluminium
Internal clear glass lens seals the optical compartment to IP65
The regressed LED positioning provides pleasant visual comfort
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80 as standard (CRI 97 on request)
Specialised white or black finishes as standard, with chrome or gold finish options on larger
projects
APPLICATION
Waiting areas / Retail / Kiosks / Bathrooms / Reception
168

Ø80

78
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ICON
A range of luminaires for hospital and office buildings that goes far beyond standard
solutions. The ICON can be surface mounted, suspended or recessed into ceilings,
bulkheads and partitions in a continuous run or as individual luminaires.

DESIGN
Extruded anodised aluminium housing
Configurable as individual modules or continuous runs
Blank infill plates available in lieu of LED optics in continuous run configurations
Surface version can also be wire suspended
Recessed version for ceilings, bulkheads or partition walls
Standard with direct beam low glare opalescent optic
Suspended versions can include additional upward illumination component on request
Multiple light output levels available to suit illumination requirements
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
CRI ≥90 4000K option available

94

APPLICATION
Wards / Bedrooms / Treatment rooms / Consulting suites / Corridors / Lobbies
Waiting rooms / Reception areas / Offices / Staff stations

70

1130

82

COMMERCIAL LINEAR
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AXIUM
A range of architectural linear luminaires defined by an ultra-slim profile featuring an
elegant anodised aluminium finish. AXIUM offers a choice of diffused optics, as well as a
versatile system of suspension and surface mounting.

DESIGN
Mounting configurations include wire suspensions or wall/ceiling surface mounts
Frosted acrylic diffuser available in either curved, low profile, reeded styling (FC) or
square-edged, deeper styling (FS)

71

APPLICATION
Reception areas / Lift lobbies / Retail spaces

44

1130/1195
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SKYLITE R LED
The SKYLITE R LED is recognisable by the clean perception of the visible surface. There
are minimal transitions from one material to the other since the visible area is made
in one piece. Designed as a pure LED luminaire from the outset its features stem from
complete ‘outside the square’ thinking, and revolutionises the ideas of what interior
lighting can be.

DESIGN
Recessed LED panel luminaire for T-bar or plaster ceilings
(optional mounting brackets required for plaster ceilings)
Pure LED designed 98% efficient optical chamber
Low glare microprismatic diffuser with opalised film
DALI dimmable on request
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Treatment rooms / Corridors / Lobbies / Reception areas / Offices

48

600

84

COMMERCIAL LINEAR
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NOVA
A range of recessed low-glare LED luminaires that combines functionality, performance
and design. The NOVA is designed with double parabolic louvre shaping, adding to the
already excellent optical efficiency of the aluminium material. The one-piece housing
in matte white paint finished steel provides a clean surface, without visible joints, and
ensures a discreet integration into the ceiling grid.

DESIGN
T-bar or plaster ceiling recessed (optional mounting brackets required for plaster
ceilings)
Diffused LED module for reduced glare
DALI dimmable on request
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80

50

APPLICATION
Wards / Bedrooms / Treatment rooms / Consulting suites / Corridors / Lobbies / Waiting
rooms Reception areas / Offices

297
597/1197 or 597x597
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VRL
The highly adaptable VRL series provides a designer with a wide array of appealing
illumination solutions for indoor and outdoor applications. Sturdy, adjustable and
powerful, its broad beam delivers impressive lighting levels with surprisingly low glare.
Its astonishing versatility delivers solutions that are both innovative as well as highly
user-friendly, across architectural, commercial, sporting and industrial applications.
VRL’s clever design and powerful, yet comfortable illumination creates appealing
environments. Additional features such as the ability to direct the illumination and flexible
connectivity for ‘continuous’-style illumination make it a favourite among designers.

DESIGN
IP65 IK09 Methacrylate construction
Powerful, low glare tubular diffuser optic
Directable beam spread
Homogenous and balanced light distribution
Single or dual module configurations as standard
Integral electronic driver
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80

86

APPLICATION
Gymnasiums / Swimming pools / Car parks / Plant rooms

135

323/623/1223/1823

1400/2600/3800

86

COMMERCIAL LINEAR
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NEMO
IP66 linear LED or T5 fluorescent surface mounted luminaires suitable for civil, commercial,
industrial and public areas where conditions demand protection against dust and moisture.
DESIGN
IP66 protection
Polycarbonate body & diffuser
Anti-vandal screw system on diffuser clips
Stainless steel fixing brackets
4000K neutral white LED
CRI ≥80

88

APPLICATION
Car parks / Walkways / Store rooms / Plant rooms

80

400/900/900

655/1265/1565

COMMANDO
Surface mounted (optionally suspended) IP65 IK10 luminaire, suitable for areas with biohazardous material handling. Specifically designed to meet strict requirements in the food
industry, its acid resistant construction may be cleaned using acidic foam detergent.
DESIGN
Heavy-duty, acid resistant AISI 316 stainless-steel housing
IP65 protection ensures dust tight and water jet proof operation
IK10 high impact resistance
Smooth surfaces for easy cleaning
Tempered glass or impact resistant clear acrylic diffuser with high performance silvered
aluminium reflector
Integral electronic control gear

93

APPLICATION
Laboratories / Clean rooms

280

800
1213
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TOOB
A range of tubular profile LED luminaires featuring a slim, timeless design suitable for the
illumination of hospitals, schools, retail stores and office buildings. The luminaires can be
suspended or ceiling surface mounted in a continuous run or as an individual luminaire module.
DESIGN
Methacrylate construction
Powerful, low glare tubular diffuser optic
Homogenous and balanced light distribution
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80

112

APPLICATION
Retail spaces / Reception areas / Offices / Staff stations

70

1186

SPECUS
A surface mounted linear LED luminaire featuring slimline design and efficient functionality,
designed for internal commercial and public areas.
DESIGN
Luminaire housing in one-piece white powder coated paint finish steel
One-pieced injection moulded opal acrylic diffuser
Integral electronic driver
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80

80

APPLICATION
Offices / Utility rooms / Plant rooms

112

1245

88

COMMERCIAL LINEAR
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MIRROR
The MIRROR is a bathroom luminaire with a simple, functional design. The multi-part diffuser
effectively illuminates with reduced glare. Fitted to a mirror, its transparent gradients provide a
pleasant soft light to the face and the closest surroundings. The luminaire can be mounted either
horizontally or vertically.
DESIGN
IP44 construction
Steel housing with white polymer end caps
LED or T5 linear fluorescent light sources available
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white

72

APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites

57

596/1196

REFLEX
The REFLEX is an LED luminaire designed for the illumination of facial features when viewed in
mirrors. The luminaire should be mounted horizontally above or vertically next to the mirror. The
soft, broad distribution provided by the translucent diffuser delivers shadow-free illumination.
Available with integrated motion sensor, it is human-sensitive lighting with environmental
benefits. Fixed or dimmable output versions are also complemented by a choice of white, grey or
black cast aluminium bases.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium body, powdercoated in white, black or grey finishes
Impact resistant opal polycarbonate diffuser
Fixed output or DALI dimmable (1-100%)
Optional integral U-SEN motion sensor
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites / Corridors
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MIRROR
The MIRROR is a bathroom luminaire with a simple, functional design. The multi-part diffuser
effectively illuminates with reduced glare. Fitted to a mirror, its transparent gradients provide a
pleasant soft light to the face and the closest surroundings. The luminaire can be mounted either
horizontally or vertically.
DESIGN
IP44 construction
Steel housing with white polymer end caps
LED or T5 linear fluorescent light sources available
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white

72

APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites

57

596/1196

REFLEX
The REFLEX is an LED luminaire designed for the illumination of facial features when viewed in
mirrors. The luminaire should be mounted horizontally above or vertically next to the mirror. The
soft, broad distribution provided by the translucent diffuser delivers shadow-free illumination.
Available with integrated motion sensor, it is human-sensitive lighting with environmental
benefits. Fixed or dimmable output versions are also complemented by a choice of white, grey or
black cast aluminium bases.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium body, powdercoated in white, black or grey finishes
Impact resistant opal polycarbonate diffuser
Fixed output or DALI dimmable (1-100%)
Optional integral U-SEN motion sensor
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites / Corridors

92

BATHROOMS & UTILITIES
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VENICE DOWNLIGHT
Form and function combine seamlessly in the VENICE family, especially in its versatile
downlight series. Behind the graceful lines lies a heart of pure performance and quality in
a breathtaking number of styles, sizes and functionalities.

DESIGN
Internal clear glass lens seals the optical compartment to IP65
The regressed LED positioning provides pleasant visual comfort
High purity faceted aluminium reflector
Multiple sizes available from 74mm (square or diameter) to Ø204mm overall trim
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80 as standard (CRI 97 on request)
Specialised white or black finishes as standard, with chrome or gold finish options on
larger projects
APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 75 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.

94
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COMO 44
The COMO is a premium range of LED downlights specifically designed for high visual comfort
and outstanding glare control. For wet areas it can be specified with a choice of either clear or
frosted glass lenses.
DESIGN
Die-cast enamelled aluminium
Aluminium reflectors in faceted or specular finish
Nominate protective clear or frosted glass lens to conform with IP44
Three sizes available from Ø130mm to Ø240mm overall trim
Fixed output or dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bathrooms / Ensuites

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 73 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.

THE PAD 44
A round LED downlight which blends effortlessly into any interior design. The wide beam
reflector provides a soft, diffuse light in both the textured anodised aluminium or smooth white
finish. A regressed clear glass protects the LED module against liquids splashing the luminaire
for IP44 protection from below the ceiling.
DESIGN
Die-cast heat-sink housing
White powdercoated aluminium trim
Clear protective glass between reflector and LED module for IP44 protection from below
Aluminium reflector in textured anodised or smooth white powdercoat finish
Wide beam spread
Fixed output or phase-cut dimmable drivers
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white LED module
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms (Aged Care) / Bathrooms / Living Areas

120

Ø120
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101

MENTAL HEALTH
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COMO AV
Recessed, high impact resistant, non-ligature LED downlight luminaire for ceiling installation.
DESIGN
Cast aluminium housing, heat sink and trim
3mm polycarbonate lens, sealed to IP44 from below
Choice of sizes, outputs and optics for increased versatility
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Ensuites / Custodial

MEASUREMENTS
Refer to page 73 for
dimensions, outputs,
variations and more.

HYPERION AV
Rugged, slim profile rectangular LED luminaire for surface installation on interior or exterior walls.
Weather, tamper and high impact resistant construction.
DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
Torx tamper-resistant screws
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Transparent polycarbonate emitting unit, neoprene gasketed to IP54
Integral driver
3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Ensuites / Custodial

30

160

230

98

MENTAL HEALTH
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ALFIA MINI
Recessed wall luminaire designed for low mounting heights featuring a controlled forward throw
light distribution without glare.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Tempered transparent glass, gasketed to IP54
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote power supply 24Vdc version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Corridors / Ensuites / Custodial

4

120

58

ALFIA MINI AV
Recessed non-ligature LED night/reading light luminaire for wall installation, featuring a
controlled forward throw light distribution.
DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
3mm clear polycarbonate cover with Torx tamper-resistant screws
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Internal tempered transparent glass, gasketed to IP54
Integral 240V AC driver
3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Bedrooms / Ensuites / Custodial

7

120
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POLES
From simple straight and tapered aluminium columns to bespoke specialised
architectural masterpieces, and finished with an amazing set of quality process options,
the wide array of solutions we offer are a designer’s dream. Coordination with our
luminaires is assured, simplifying the process of ordering and eliminating a major cause
of project delays and cost blowouts.
The benefits of aluminium in lieu of steel for poles are manifold, and our local stock
holdings enable fast turnaround for the majority of simple projects.

DESIGN
25 year guaranteed corrosion resistant structure
Excellent and smooth surface finish due to the extrusion process
Seamless poles with a perfect taper for the round tapered poles
Light-weight (75% less than steel in corresponding capacity column) for easy installation
and reduced concrete mass for footings
Standard in brushed aluminium finish
Various surface treatments available. e.g. anodisation, 2 pack wet paint, powder coat,
spectro-coloration, sublimation, design transfers (e.g. timber appearance)
Uses 30% recycled aluminium and 100% recyclable for environmental friendliness
Naturally frangible for better passive safety than steel
Possibility of different shapes and designs
75% less weight than corresponding capacity steel column

104

EXTERIOR
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IDYLINE
LIKE A PLANT STEM OR A BLADE OF GLASS...
An exclusive concept for designing specific solutions from standard elements. This
modular system with its flowing lines allows it to adjust precisely to the needs of the
sites.
Playing simply with the arrangement on the site to achieve the desired effect its elegant
and flowing lines can lightly create or loosen the structure of the space to transcribe in a
stylised manner the random aspect of nature in towns.

DESIGN
100% Aluminium construction incorporating 30% Recycled Aluminium.
Elements in 6060TS & T6 Brushed Aluminium.
Interface pieces in AlSi7Mg Aluminium alloy.
Nominal heights between 5m & 9m.
STANDARDS
IDYLINE is designed according to standard EN40 parts 1 to 6 and has obtained CE
marking 1166-CPD-0006.
FINISHES
Anodised or Powder coated with optional Sublimation process for extra appeal

Idyline

9m
8m
7m
6m
5m
4m

c0-01

c0-02

c0-03

c5-01

c5-02

c5-03

c5-04
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s0-03

s0-04

s5-01

s5-02

s5-03

s10-01

s10-02

s10-03
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TUBAL
Cylindrical section aluminium pole

6m
5m
4m

106

EXTERIOR

DESIGN
Environmentally friendly 100% aluminium construction
Composed of 30% recycled aluminium
Pole in 6060T5 aluminium, baseplate in 6060T6 aluminium.
High quality smooth surface finish due to the special extrusion process
Long life corrosion-resistant construction with 25 year structural guarantee
Light-weight construction for ease of installation and smaller, lower-cost footings
(75% less weight than corresponding capacity steel column.)
Better than steel for passive safety – (naturally frangible)
Various surface treatments, e.g. anodisation, 2 pack wet paint, powder coat,
spectro‑coloration, sublimation, design transfer (e.g. timber-look)
Nominal heights between 3m & 6m.
STANDARDS
TUBAL is designed according to standard EN40 parts 1 to 6 and has obtained CE
marking 1166-CPR-003.
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VESTA
Seamless conical poles with a perfect taper.

DESIGN
Environmentally friendly 100% aluminium construction
Composed of 30% recycled aluminium
Pole in 6060T5 aluminium, baseplate in 6060T6 aluminium.
High quality smooth surface finish due to the special extrusion process
Long life corrosion-resistant construction with 25 year structural guarantee
Light-weight construction for ease of installation and smaller, lower-cost footings
(75% less weight than corresponding capacity steel column.)
Better than steel for passive safety – (naturally frangible)
Various surface treatments, e.g. anodisation, 2 pack wet paint, powder coat,
spectro‑coloration, sublimation, design transfer (e.g. timber-look)
Nominal heights between 3m & 6m.

Vesta

STANDARDS
TUBAL is designed according to standard EN40 parts 1 to 6 and has obtained CE
marking 1166-CPR-003.

5m
4m
3m
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PROMENADE
A graceful indirect illumination post-top luminaire with matched pole, available in either
single or double fixture. The PROMENADE is the result of collaboration between Versalux
and other companies, and was purpose made for the beautification of the Docklands
precinct. It features a highly specialised optic in the light engine component, and a
sublimely finished secondary reflector for precise, broad and comfortable distribution of
illumination.

700

2400

DESIGN
IP66 fixture and pole hatches
Galvanised steel projector housing in grey finish (other paint finishes to special request)
Single or double configuration
Ceramic metal halide light sources
Moulded GFRP secondary reflectors
Integral gear in pole hatches
6m tapered pole
APPLICATION
Public precincts / Parks

300

500

740

700

1200
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SMART
A range of functional, versatile LED pole top luminaires designed for the illumination
of outdoor areas, car parks, driveways, open pedestrian scale landscape areas and
parking areas. The precision LED optics direct the light to where it is needed most, which
allows larger pole spacing and improved visual comfort by limiting the brightness of
the LED source. A programmable integral LED driver delivers a unique level of flexibility
with a large number of features which can be customized to perfectly match project
requirements.

DESIGN
IP65 die-cast aluminium body, powdercoated grey
Programmable smart DALI driver – options include Constant Light Output system,
dimming (incl. Chrono-step, DALI and 1-10V), auto current reduction in high ambient,
adjustable start-up timing for smooth day/night transition and end of Useful Life feature
Integrated communication card for conveyed waves remote management point-to-point
Cut-off optics behind a smooth, regressed, extra-clear, 4mm thick, tempered-glass lens
Replaceable LED modules with secondary optic for 5 different beam spreads
Multiple LED array options and outputs for optimisable cost-benefit solutions
IP68 M20 cable gland entry
Adjustable Ø60mm spigot entry with 5° step goniometer for pole-top or side-entry mount
Pole-top mount allows -5° to +20° tilt
Side-spigot mount -20° to +5° tilt (allows full cut-off optics on up to +20° angled outreach)
4000K neutral white CRI ≥75
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting
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DOOKU
Sophisticated styling defines these powerful floodlights, designed for clean aesthetics and
efficient illumination of car parks, pathways, public activity areas and perimeter lighting. Pole
mounted in single and twin configurations and two sizes, in addition to a wall version with tilt
capable mounting.
DESIGN
IP65 and IK09 construction
Extruded die-cast aluminium structure with die-cast end caps
Multiple beam spread options
Tempered extra-clear glass diffuser with silkscreen border
Integral electronic driver
Cool, neutral or warm white LED options
CRI ≥80 (CRI ≥70 for cool white)
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

588/788

163

70

130

400/600

1012/1412
400/600

400/600

PERSEO
Slim profile floodlights for a wide set of project scales, optimised for area lighting of public
precincts, car parks, pathways and perimeters. Available in four sizes, and suitable for pole, wall
or structural element mounting locations.
DESIGN
IP65 die-cast aluminium structure
Multiple beam spread options
Tempered extra-clear or sandblasted glass diffuser
Integral electronic driver
Cool, neutral or warm white LED options
RGB versions available on request
CRI ≥80 (CRI ≥70 for cool white)
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

60/80/130/180

80/110/175/245

110/160/240/330

35/55
75/100

90/130/190/260

150/210/300/422
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LESAGE
An innovative range of modern shaped luminaires featuring serene and recognisable lines.
Available in a selection of sizes and shapes to suit large and small scale projects, post top and
outreach options can be accommodated. This LED fixture is excels in specific projects such
as public activity areas, landscapes and car parks, where strong design accent can create a
distinctive atmosphere.
DESIGN
Robust die-cast LM6 aluminium construction
IP66 and IK10 for performance and longevity
Individual patented clear Directa™ lenses for each individual LED
Cool white LEDs
CRI ≥70

400/660/265

115/125/146

APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

Ø76-102

445/445/595

FRANCO
Modern shaped floodlights suitable for both large and small scale projects, ideal for public
places, car parks, pathways and perimeter lighting. Three different sizes are available, and
mounting can be on poles, walls and structural elements.
DESIGN
IP65 die-cast aluminium structure
Multiple beam spread options
Tempered extra-clear glass diffuser
Integral electronic driver
Cool, neutral or warm white LED options
CRI ≥80 (CRI ≥70 for cool white)
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

175/245/290

130/178/225

240/330/400

105/128/150

200/260/335
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SATURN
The SATURN series is designed to illuminate walkways, open pedestrian scale landscape areas,
parking areas and roadways. The yoke bracket version brings an understated elegance to any
project. Inspired by ‘the threading of a needle’ it showcases the flare and imagination of our
designers. The side-mount version uses an ingenious aluminium casting method to achieve
angles from 0 – 15° in 5° intervals to suit individual project specific requirements.
DESIGN
IP65 die-cast aluminium housing, powdercoated black
UV and saline fog resistant
Promenade (yoke version) or forward throw (side-mount version) optics
Cut-off optics behind a smooth, self-cleaning 5mm thick tempered glass lens
Integral driver with multiple output settings to allow optimal lighting designs
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥75
APPLICATION
Public precincts / Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

703

192

488

ANDREA
The ANDREA pole-top LED luminaire is a modern update to the classic lantern style, suitable for
3-5m pole installation. Low glare optics provide broad yet comfortable illumination.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure with extruded aluminium support arms
Top reflector in pre-galvanised sheet steel
Strong opal acrylic diffuser
Optional wall mount version available
Cool, neutral or warm white LED options
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

560

Ø740

Ø102

112
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STARLED
A range of functional, versatile LED pole top luminaires designed for the illumination of outdoor
areas, car parks, driveways, open pedestrian scale landscape areas and parking areas. The
precision LED optics direct the light to where it is needed most, which allows larger pole spacing
and improved visual comfort by limiting the brightness of the LED source. A programmable
integral LED driver delivers a unique level of flexibility with a large number of features which can
be customized to perfectly match project requirements.
DESIGN
IP65 die-cast aluminium body, powdercoated grey
Stainless steel clips
Programmable smart DALI driver – options include, constant Light Output system,
auto current reduction in high ambient, dimming options including Chrono-step, DALI, 1-10V and
mains, adjustable start-up timing for smooth day/night transition and end of Useful Life feature
Cut-off optics behind a smooth, self-cleaning 5mm thick tempered glass lens
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥75
APPLICATION
Car parks / Parklands / Security lighting

Ø60

110
140

305/410

745/1000

FASTLED AS
High performance LED asymmetric floodlight for large area illumination (other optics/sizes
to special request). Optics can be mounted horizontally for full cut-off lighting of spaces, or
vertically for structure illumination.
DESIGN
IP66 extruded aluminium optic body with robust lens frame
Heavy-duty galvanised steel pivoting trunnion arm, with ±90° movement & 5° increment
goniometer
5m clear tempered glass lens
Integral driver
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥75

182

APPLICATION
Car parks / Security lighting

484/670
506/726

450
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MIDNA
Wall surface mounted weatherproof luminaire featuring clean lines and a shallow projection
from the wall. The luminaire is designed to provide diffused light either upwards, downwards
or in both directions, and is suitable for interior and exterior locations such as porches, patios,
pathways, balconies and corridors.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Polycarbonate diffuser, gasketed to IP65
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white on request)
CRI ≥80

115

100

APPLICATION
Entrances / Foyers / Bathrooms / Exteriors

220

ECLIPSE
Wall surface mounted weatherproof LED luminaire showcasing a modern stylish round design.
The luminaire is suitable for outdoor areas such as pathways, driveways, entrances, stairs,
hallways, corridors as well as indoor residential and commercial installations. The total absence
of glare effect combined with a shallow side profile make the luminaire discreet and unobtrusive.
DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Transparent polycarbonate emitting unit, neoprene gasketed to IP65
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote 24V DC supply version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80

32

Ø230

APPLICATION
Entrances / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors / Exteriors

114
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HYPERION
Slim profile rectangular LED luminaire for surface installation on interior or exterior walls.
Weather, tamper and high impact resistant construction. The total absence of glare
effect combined with a shallow side profile make the luminaire discreet and unobtrusive.

DESIGN
Robust IK09 die-cast aluminium structure
Downward angled illumination for reduced glare
Transparent polycarbonate emitting unit, neoprene gasketed to IP65
Optional reflector for increasing illumination and altering appearance
Choice of integral 240V AC driver or remote 24V DC supply version
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Entrances / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors / Exteriors

30

160

230
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GIULIA
GIULIA is a range of circular wall and ceiling surface mounted LED luminaires in three
sizes, designed for general purpose illumination of private and public interior and exterior
locations.

DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure
Uniformly illuminated satin finish opal techno-polymer diffuser
Gasketed to IP65
Integral driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Entrances / Bedrooms / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors / Exteriors

Ø167 / Ø267 / Ø367

68 23

Ø200 / Ø300 / Ø400

116
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ANNA
ANNA is a range of circular wall and ceiling surface mounted LED luminaires designed
for general purpose illumination of private and public interior and exterior locations. The
range is available in three sizes in a choice of single colours or in a dual colour featuring a
white finish on the outer luminaire housing and coloured on the inner surface.

DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium fixing backplates
Turned aluminium structure and heat sink
Magnetic finish frame
Uniformly illuminated satin finish opal techno-polymer diffuser
Gasketed to IP65
Integral driver
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Entrances / Bedrooms / Foyers / Stairwells / Corridors / Exteriors

Ø127 / Ø267 / Ø367

69

Ø210 / Ø310 / Ø410
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VIVIANA
A bold statement is made by the VIVIANA’s elemental, rugged construction H-frame
steel structure with downward anti-glare emission. It is ideal for many purposes –
parking zones, parks, gardens, pathways, and urban areas, and asserts itself with
confidence in all of these applications.

DESIGN
Hot-dip zinc-coated IPE steel bare (H-Frame with base) for high corrosion resistance
Asymmetric emission for paths and one-sided illumination effects, reducing obtrusive
light issues
Sealed to IP65, and tested to IK10 for impact resistance
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80
APPLICATION
Car parks / Drop off zones / Landscaped zones

900

100

200

118
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ZEFIRO
Round LED bollard providing diffused 360° light emission designed for effective lighting of
landscapes, public areas and of pathways. ZEFIRO is available in 215mm, 600mm and 1000mm
heights with a ground mounted base for direct installation onto concrete basement or onto a rag
bolt anchorage unit.
DESIGN
Die-cast alumium cap with extruded aluminium stem
IP65 protection
Transparent UV-stabilised polycarbonate diffuser
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80 as standard
APPLICATION
Car parks / Drop off zones / Landscaped zones

200/600/1000

72

Ø150

NABOO
A range of directable in-ground LED luminaires designed for the illumination of walls,
columns, trees, signage and other interior and exterior locations including drive-over and
walk-over applications. NABOO is available in three different sizes featuring a symmetrical and
asymmetrical adjustable optic.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium structure and heat sink
Stainless steel outer frame
Torque Load Resistance: 50Nm, Shear Load Resistance: 5kN drive over (CEI EN 60598-2-13)
Static Load Resistance: 2000kg walk over (CEI EN 60598-2-13).
Optic system 359° rotation & ±15° tilt.
Spot, wide and asymmetric beam spreads
“H2O Stop” system for increased moisture ingress protection.
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white (cool white available on request)
CRI ≥80 as standard
APPLICATION
Drop off zones / Landscaped zones / Signage
133/180/212

Ø147/Ø227/ Ø292
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CAPRI
Industrial LED luminaire with a range of mounting options, offering performance and versatility in
a compact package. Emergency option available.
DESIGN
Choice of suspended, surface, plaster or Bondor mounting options
IP52 or IP65 versions available
Die-cast aluminium LED module housing. Where required, trims and drums in heavy duty steel,
powdercoated white
Spun aluminium reflector; prismatic refractor on all versions except open reflector fixture
4000K neutral white or 3000K warm white
CRI ≥80

300

APPLICATION
Loading docks / Stores

Ø580

ODYSSEY PURE
A robust, high performance, utility luminaire for a wide range of applications. IP66 / IP67
construction for a range of adverse environmental conditions.
DESIGN
Die-cast aluminium LED module housing finished in black powdercoat
Low glare acrylic refractor
Integral driver
Supplied with 1.6m long IP-rated flex (plug-top can be supplied on request – details required)
4000K neutral white
CRI ≥80

278

APPLICATION
Loading docks / Store rooms

Ø347

120
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NEMO
IP66 linear LED surface mounted luminaires suitable for civil, commercial, industrial and public
areas where conditions demand protection against dust and moisture.
DESIGN
IP66 protection
Polycarbonate body & diffuser
Anti-vandal screw system on diffuser clips
Stainless steel fixing brackets
4000K neutral white LED
CRI ≥80

88

APPLICATION
Car parks / Walkways / Store rooms / Plant rooms

80

400/900/900

655/1265/1565
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IP RATINGS
IEC standard 60529, titled “Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP Code)” classifies and rates the degree of
protection provided against intrusion (body parts such as hands and fingers), dust, accidental contact, and water by
mechanical casings and electrical enclosures. Ratings are often referred to as IP ratings, Ingress Protection ratings and
International Protection ratings.
The standard aims to provide users with more detailed information than vague marketing terms such as water-resistant.
The digits (characteristic numerals) indicate conformity with the conditions summarized in the tables below. Where there
is no data available to specify a protection rating with regard to one of the criteria, the digit is replaced with the letter X. The
digit 0 is used where no protection is provided.
A rating of X for one or more of the protection criteria can be erroneously misinterpreted as “no protection.” For example, a
luminaire rated IPX7 will almost certainly demonstrate a robust resistance to the ingress of particles, even though a rating
for ingress of solids hasn’t been formally assigned. Therefore, an X designation should not be automatically misconstrued
as a lack of protection.
Typical IP ratings are in the form of IPxx (where ‘x’ is a single numeral). A third digit was introduced to relate Impact
Protection information, but this has been deprecated. Optionally, a letter can be added to the end of the numerals to
indicate other protections.
SOLID OBJECT INGRESS PROTECTION
The first digit indicates the level of protection that the enclosure provides against access to hazardous parts (e.g., electrical
conductors, moving parts) and the ingress of solid foreign objects.
LEVEL

122

PROTECTED AGAINST

EFFECTIVE AGAINST

0

-

No protection against contact and ingress of objects

1

Objects >50mm

Any large surface of the body, such as the back of a hand, but no protection against
deliberate contact with a body part

2

Objects >12.5mm

Fingers or similar objects

3

Objects >2.5mm

Tools, thick wires, etc.

4

Objects >1mm

Most wires, screws, etc.

5

Dust (protected)

Ingress of dust is not entirely prevented, but it will not enter in sufficient quantities to
interfere with the satisfactory operation of the equipment, and it is completely protected
against contact

6

Dust (tight)

No ingress of dust, and completely protected against contact
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LIQUID INGRESS PROTECTION
The second digit indicates the level of protection that the enclosure provides against harmful ingress of water.
LEVEL

PROTECTED AGAINST

TESTING FOR

DETAILS

0

Not protected

-

-

1

Dripping water

Dripping water (vertically falling drops)

Test duration: 10 minutes Water equivalent
to 1mm rainfall per minute

2

Dripping water when
tilted up to 15°

Test duration: 10 minutes Water equivalent
Vertically dripping water when the
enclosure is tilted at an angle up to 15° from to 3mm rainfall per minute
its normal position

3

Spraying water

Water falling as a spray at any angle up to
60° from the vertical

Test duration: 5 minutes Water volume: 0.7
litres per minute Pressure: 80-100kPa

4

Splashing of water

Water splashing against the enclosure from
any direction

Test duration: 5 minutes Water volume: 10
litres per minute Pressure: 80-100kPa

5

Water jets

Water projected by a nozzle (6.3mm)
against enclosure from any direction

Test duration: at least 3 minutes Water
volume: 12.5 litres per minute Pressure:
30kPa at a distance of 3m

6

Powerful water jets

Water projected in powerful jets (12.5mm
nozzle) against enclosure from any
direction

Test duration: at least 3 minutes Water
volume: 100 litres per minute Pressure:
100kPa at a distance of 3m

6K

Powerful water jets with
increased pressure

Water projected in powerful jets (6.3mm
nozzle) under elevated pressure against
enclosure from any direction

Immersion in water under defined
conditions of pressure and time (up to 1m
of submersion)

7

Immersion up to 1m
depth

Immersion in water under defined
conditions of pressure and time (up to 1m
of submersion)

Test duration: 30 minutes The lowest
point of enclosures with a height less than
850mm is located 1000mm below the
surface of the water, the highest point of
enclosures with a height equal to or greater
than 850mm is located 150mm below the
surface of the water

8

Immersion beyond 1m
depth

Continuous immersion in water under
conditions specified by the manufacturer

Test duration: continuous immersion in
water Depth: specified by manufacturer

9K

Powerful high
temperature water jets

Protected against close-range high
pressure, high temperature spray downs

ADDITIONAL LETTERS
The standard defines additional letters (A, B, C & D) that can be appended to classify only the level of protection against
access to hazardous parts by persons, and further letters can be appended to provide additional information related to the
protection of the device. These are not commonly utilised in the case of luminaires.
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IK RATINGS
IK Ratings are defined by international standard IEC 62262 (2002). They are an international numeric classification for the
degrees of protection provided by enclosures for electrical equipment against external mechanical impacts. It provides a
means of specifying the capacity of an enclosure to protect its contents from external impacts. The IK Code was originally
defined in European Standard BS EN 50102 (1995, amended 1998). Following its adoption as an international standard in
2002, the European standard was renumbered EN 62262.
Prior to the advent of the IK code, a third numeral had been occasionally added to the closely related IP Rating (Ingress
Protection Rating), to indicate the level of impact protection — e.g. IP56(7).
The standard specifies the way enclosures should be mounted when tests are carried out, the atmospheric conditions that
should prevail, the number of impacts and their distribution, and the size, style, material, dimensions etc. of the various
types of hammer designed to produce the energy levels required.
Ratings are as follows:
IK CODE AND IMPACT ENERGY VALUES
IK CODE

IK00

Impact Energy (joule) *

IK01

IK02

IK03

IK04

IK05

IK06

IK07

IK08

IK09

IK10

0.14

0.2

0.35

0.5

0.7

1

2

5

10

20

*Not protected according to the standard

IK CODE

IK00

IK01 TO
IK05

IK06

IK07

IK08

IK09

IK10

Impact Energy (joule)

*

<1

1

2

5

10

20

Radius of striking
element (mm)

*

10

10

25

25

50

50

Material

*

polyamide1

polyamide1

steel2

steel2

steel2

steel2

Mass (kg)

*

0.2

0.5

0.5

1.7

5

5

Pendulum hammer

*

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Spring hammer

*

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Free-fall hammer

*

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

*not protected according to the standard
1 R100 Rockwell hardness according to ISO 2039/2
2 Fc490-2 Rockwell hardness according to ISO 1052
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SYMBOLS
SUITABLE FOR HOSPITALS

EMERGENCY VERSION/OPTION

GOLD FINISH

SUITABLE FOR AGED CARE

CYANOSIS OBSERVATION

ANODISED FINISH

IP20 RATED

CA80 RATED

ZINC-STEEL FINISH

IP40 RATED

CEILING RECESSED

STAINLESS-STEEL FINISH

IP42 RATED

CEILING SURFACE

ALUMINIUM FINISH

IP44 RATED

CEILING SUSPENDED

CHROME FINISH

IP52 RATED

WALL RECESSED

COPPER FINISH

IP54 RATED

WALL SURFACE

ANTHRACITE FINISH

IP55 RATED

FLOOR/GROUND RECESSED

RUST-RED FINISH

IP65 RATED

FLOOR/GROUND SURFACE

BROWN FINISH

IP66 RATED

TROLLEY MOUNTED

RED FINISH

IP67 RATED

TABLE MOUNTED

SAND FINISH

IK05 RATED

POLE MOUNTED

FUCHSIA FINISH

IK06 RATED

1 YEAR WARRANTY

ORANGE FINISH

IK07 RATED

5 YEAR WARRANTY

BRIGHT-RED FINISH

IK08 RATED

25 YEAR WARRANTY

SUMMER YELLOW FINISH

IK09 RATED

H2O-STOP DEVICE INCLUDED

SWEDISH BLUE FINISH

IK10 RATED

MOTION SENSING

APPLE GREEN FINISH

F MARK

DRIVE-OVER

GLOSSY WHITE FINISH

ENEC CONFORMITY MARK

WALK-OVER

GLOSSY BLACK FINISH

COMPLIES WITH EU REGS.

BATTERY POWERED/OPTIONED

WHITE/YELLOW FINISH

COMPLIES WITH EN 60598-2-25

WHITE FINISH

WHITE/ORANGE FINISH

CLASS I INSULATED

BLACK FINISH

WHITE/BROWN FINISH

CLASS II INSULATED

GREY FINISH

WHITE/GREEN FINISH

CLASS III INSULATED

CHROME FINISH
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SYMBOLS
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A

AIR-LED 46
ALBA 78
ALFIA MINI 56, 101
ALFIA MINI AV 101
ANCONA 63
ANDREA 112
ANNA 62, 117
AXIUM 83

B

BIO-54 34
BIO-65 33
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COMO 72
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DOOKU 110
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F
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G

GIULIA 63, 116
GRETA PENDANT 68

H

HYPERION 64, 115
HYPERION AV 98

R

I

ICON 82
ICON CY 28
IDYLINE 105

REED 54
S

SATURN 112

J
K
L

SKYLITE R LED 84
SMART 109

L-1 LED 46

SPECUS 88

LADINA 66

SPLIT 45

LEILA 77

STARLED 113

LESAGE 111
LHH 16
LHH G2 12
LHH G2-TW 14
LINEA 40

M

MAXIMUM ARM 43
MIDNA 114
MILANO 60
MIRROR 89, 92

N

NABOO 119
NEMO 87, 121
NINETY 45
NOVA 85

O

ODYSSEY PURE 120
OVELO 44

P

PASTEUR 32
PASTEUR CY 26
PAVIA 77
PEBBLE 67
PERSEO 110
POLES 104
PROMENADE 108

Q

REFLEX 61, 89, 92

T

STERLING 54
THE PAD 76
THE PAD 44 95
TOOB 88
TORINO 65
TRIXIE 55
TRIXIE ROUND 55
TUBAL 106

U
V

VENICE DOWNLIGHT 74, 94
VENICE PENDANT 68
VENICE SURFACE 78
VESTA 107
VIVIANA 118
VRL 86

W
X
Y
Z

ZEFIRO 119

WARRANTIES
Versalux Archilux warrants to the buyer the satisfactory
operation of their products for a period of twelve (12) months
to five (5) years (depending on specific type of product –
see product series pages for clarification) from the date of
invoice when used under normal conditions suitable for its
intended use.
Terms and conditions of the warranty can be found
on www.versalux.com.au, including user/installer
responsibilities and requirements.

DISCLAIMER
The information in this publication is updated regularly,
however for the latest information on all products please see
our websites. E&OE.

HEAD OFFICE
28 Edgerton Road [PO Box 443]
Mitcham, VIC 3132
Tel: (03) 8878 2000
Fax: (03) 8878 2099
sales@versalux.com.au
SYDNEY SALES
Suite 3, 333 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Tel: (02) 9922 8900
Fax: (02) 9922 8999
sales@versalux.com.au
BRISBANE SALES
Level 1 Reception Suite 6.08,
433 Logan Road
Stones Corner, QLD 4120
Tel: (07) 3394 5000
Fax: (07) 3394 5099
sales@versalux.com.au
ADELAIDE SALES
Unit 2/780 South Road
Glandore, SA, 5037
Tel: (08) 8292 1100
Fax: (08) 8292 1199
sales@versalux.com.au
NEW ZEALAND SALES
Unit 3C, Henry Rose Place
Albany, Auckland, 0632
Tel: 09 447 3985
support@versalux.co.nz

PERTH DISTRIBUTOR
H.I. LIGHTING
111 Broadway
Bassendean, WA 6054
Tel: (08) 9377 1322
Fax: (08) 9377 1761
reception@hilighting.com.au
HOBART DISTRIBUTOR
ELECTRICAL AGENCIES
4 Linear Court
Moonah, TAS 7009
Tel: (03) 6273 1855
Fax: (03) 6273 1158
elecag@bigpond.net.au
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